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 CHAPTER   : I

 Introduction

 Context
Mounting social, economic and cultural losses due occurrence of disaster over the years 

are causing concern among national and state governments as well as civil society at large. 

Disaster increase vulnerability of poor people and it has been found that disaster have led to 

serious fiscal imbalances by placing heavy demands on revenue expenditure.

The super cyclone of 1999 has broadened the disaster management framework of 

Government of Odisha by adding preparedness, planning and prevention of dimensions viz., 

relief, rehabilitation and restoration. The subsequent disaster in 2001, the Gujurat Earthquake, 

has underlined the need to take disaster management measures in the urban centers that are 

now being acknowledged as engines of economic growth. The phenomenal losses of Kobe 

earthquake substantiates the need to prepare for this unpredictable disaster. The more recent 

hurricane Katrina in the United States of America exposed the primary necessity of fellow 

feeling / neighborhood empathy and community level preparedness planning to face any 

disaster in the urban context.

One of the five key programme areas of United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP), the leading Global Development Agency, Crisis Prevention & Recovery. Both the 

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Urban Risk Reduction (URR) project are being 

implemented by UNDP through National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) and 

Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) respectively at National level across 26 states of our 

country is a testimony of its long term commitment for poverty reduction.

Odisha State Disaster Management Authority (OSDMA), the premier agency of its kind, 

is endeavouring to address the multi-dimensional nature of disaster. OSDMA is building 

capacities of the Government Departments and Civil Society Organizations and Communities 

as well as strengthening the Public Support System including provision of infrastructure to 

manage disasters.
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Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation (BMC), arguable the most dynamic, efficient and 

professional civic body of the state, has taken up the responsibility of disaster preparedness 

activities as envisaged in the 74th constitutional Amendment Act. The strategic partnership 

between BMC, ODSMA, MHA and UNDP along with other stake holders signifies the 

relevance of disaster management in the burgeoning capital city. BMC has the credit of 

taking many initiatives. It is the first city of the state and one among the few ULBs in the 

country to have its comprehensive City Disaster Management Plan (CDMP) published its 2nd 

Edition.

 Objective
Bhubaneswar city, being located in the coastal belt of the state and comes  moderate 

earthquake risk zone, is vulnerable to disasters like Earthquake, Cyclone, Urban Fire, Heat 

Wave, Health & Accident related hazards etc. it is said that earthquake does not kill, unsafe 

buildings do. The vulnerable of built-environment in the city needs to be viewed taking into 

account location of State Assembly, Secretariat and Heads of Departments, Airport, Railways 

& National Highway, Doordarshan, BSNL and Mobile Telephone Operators, Govt. Offices, 

IT Park, Corporate Offices of Public & Private Sector Companies, Industrial Area; High –rise  

Buildings-Government Quarters, Apartments, Shopping Malls; large number of Educational 

Institutions, Hospitals, Cinema Halls with large floating population. Therefore keeping in 

mind, the current population and existing infrastructure as well as growth potential of the city 

and probability of occurrence of hazards, measures need to be taken to reduce the risk to 

lives, livelihood and property. From the experience of the 1999 Super Cyclone, fire in slum 

of ward No.25 in October 2007, Unit-1 Hata (Daily Market) in 2008, Shahidnagar Exhibition 

Ground in 2008 and the Mahanadi Flood in 2008, the city administration has internalized the 

necessity to compile a plan to prevent /minimize the loss and also to facilitate faster recovery 

during an emergency. The City Disaster Management Plan (CDMP) will be a guidebook that 

would facilitate the City Administration and concerned stakeholders for preparedness, 

planning and prevention dimensions of disasters along with relief, rehabilitation and 

reconstruction.

The CDMP will focus on:

 The need for a total shift from a reactive to proactive policy.

 Up- gradation and modernization of the existing response mechanism to combat 

disasters through improved communication and effective response operation;
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 Conduct intensive training programmes to build up human resources for effective 

disaster management ;

 School Disaster management plan

 Effective coordination among the Government departments, NGOs and Civil Society 

Organizations.
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 CHAPTER:  II

 Over view of the city

 Location area and Administrative Division 
Bhubaneswar is located in Khurdha district of the state. It is situated towards the south-

west of the three great rivers, the Baitarani, the Brahmani and the Mahanadi. The city is built 

over a plateau located along the corridors of East Coast Railway and National High Way 

No.5. It lies on the western fringe of the mid-coastal plain of Odisha with an average 

elevation of 45 meters above the sea level. Bhubaneswar belongs to the Gondwana land mass 

of India.

The city 200 12’N to 200 25’N latitude and 850 44’E to 850 55’E in the longitude. The 

Municipal corporation area, divided into 60 wards (Map-1), is about 135 sq.km with 

development area of 233 sq.km (Map-2). The temperature in summer rises to as high as 450 

Celsius and in winter touches as low as 100C. Average normal rainfall of the city is 1470mm. 

Storms and depression, which originate in the Bay of Bengal during monsoon, passes over 

the city causing heavy rains.

 History
Bhubaneswar, the Chakra Kshetra, is described as Temple City of Odisha, where 

numerous temples were built during the 6th Century A.D. to 15th Century A.D. The 

Mukteswar temple is one of the most beautiful temples and is described as dream realized on 

sandstone. The superb temples of Kedargouri, Parsurameswar and Rajarani bear the 

testimony of art, architecture, mathematics, culture and religion. The Lingaraj temple is the 

most famous and the best archaeological monuments of eastern region. Bhubaneswar, Puri 

and Konark form the Golden Triangle, which attracts the national and international tourists 

round the year.

Bhubaneswar is a curious combination of tradition and modernity. While the ancient city 

is 2600 years old, the modern city came into existence in 1948 as the new Capital of Odisha, 

designed by the German Architect Otto. H. Koeingsberges. Once the flourishing capital of 

ancient Kalinga, Bhubaneswar is today the largest city in Odisha and an important Tourist 

Centre of the country.

 City Boundary
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North Side Darunthenga,Raghunathpur,Kalarahanga,Injena,Rokata,KrushnasaranPur,Barimu
nda, Kacharamala

East Side Janmejayapur,Bhimapur,Jagannathpur,Saleswar,Andilo,Kuakhairiver, 
Koradakanta,KesuraBankualBasuaghai, Raghunathpur

South side Dayariver,Kukuidaghai,Mohanpur,,Dihapur,Balabhadrapur,Erabanga,Kochilaput,
Bahadalpur,Sarakantara,Rayasinghpur,Papada,Sankarpur, Kaikarapur

West side Nuagan,Malipada,Andharua,Jagannathprasad,Sundarpur,Patharagadia.



 Climate, Temperature and Rainfall 
Summer - March to May

Average Maximum Temperature 37° C 

Average Minimum Temperature 26° C 

Average Precipitation 40 mm 

Monsoon - June to October
Average Maximum Temperature 32° C

Average Minimum Temperature 25° C

Average Precipitation 220 mm

Winter - November to February 
Average Maximum Temperature 28° C

Average Minimum Temperature 16° C

Average Precipitation 23 mm

 Access
By Air: Bhubaneswar is connected to the cities of Kolkota, New Delhi, Chennai, 

Mumbai, Visakhapatnam, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, and Raipur through regular flights. The 

Biju Pattanaik Airport in Bhubaneswar is modern Airport with night landing facility.

By Rail:  Bhubaneswar is directly connected by rail  with Kolkata, Chennai, 

New Delhi, Raipur, Ranchi, Mumbai, Ahmadabad, Bengaluru, Guwahati, Hyderbad,Tirupati, 

Puducheri, Tiruvanathapuram and Tirichurpali and within the state with Puri, Koraput, 

Berhampur, Baripada, Balasore , Rourkela & etc.

By Road: Regular buses ply between  Bhubaneswar and Berhampur, Cuttack, 

Konark, Baripada, Paradip, Rourkela, Sambalpur, Koraput, Bhawanipatna and other places in 
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the State. Interstate bus services operates daily to Kolkota (West Bengal) Raipur

(Chhatisgarh), Tatanagar & Ranchi (Jharakhand)

 Road Net work
Black Top  Road 563.39Kms
Cement Concrete  Road 51.00Kms
Mental led Road 181.75Kms
Un-mental led Road 67.12Kms
Earthen Road 51.86KMs
Total Road 915.12Kms
Road under Works Department(R&B) 417.53Kms
Road under NHAI 35.00Kms
Other Roads 32.00Kms



 Revenue Villages/Municipal Admnistration Set up Demography

 Revenue villages  within Municipal Admnistration Set up
Sl. No Ward 

No. Name of the Village 

1 1 Chandrasekharpur
2 2 Patia  
3 3  Kalaraput, Mancheswar
4 4

Pahal, Johal, Nakhra, Haridaspur, Nuapatna, 
Banguari, Naharkanta, 

5 5 Palasuni , Pandara, GGP Village
6 6 Rasulgarh  
7 7 Gadakana, Rangamatia, 
8 8 Damana 
9 17 Sampur, Jokalandi, Bharatpur,

10 21 Bomikhal, 
11 26   Nayapalli  
12 27 Baramunda    
13 28 Ghatikia,  
14 30 Pokhariput
15 31 Bhimpur 
16 32 Siripur,
17 39 Govinda Prasad
18 40 Jharpara 
19 41 Badaga (east), Badagada (west)
20 42 Laxmisagar
21 48 Budhha Nagar
22 49 Champa Pokhari, 
23 50 Badagada 
24 52 Bhubaneswar, Rampur Patna
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25 54 Rudrapur
26 56 Kapileswar
27 57 Kapilaprasad, Sundarpada
28 59 Begunia
29 60 Dumduma 

 Demography

Total Population 8,40,834
Males

Females

Total Households

Average Family Size

Sex Ratio 796
S.C.Population 51,675(8%)
S.T.Population 28,876(4.5%)
Total Literates 5,05593 (87.5%)
Male Literates 2,96,549 (91.6%)
Female Literates 2,09,044 (82.4%)
Total workers (Main+ Marginal) 2,16,033
Male workers 1,86,121
Female Workers 29,912
No. of wards 60
No. of Revenue villages 46
No. of slums 436
Slum Population 3,01,488 (approx)

The population of last six decades given below indicates the decadal population growth.

Year Population Decadal Growth (%)

1951 16,512

1961 38,211 131.41
1971 1,05,911 177.17
1981 2,19,211 106.97
1991 4,11,542 87.73
2001 6,48,032 57.46

2011 8,40,834 99.70

 Occupation Profile 
Total Workers 134966
Main Workers 134030
Marginal Workers 936
Cultivators 2732
Agriculture labourers 6147
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Livestock 3805

Mining and quarrying 762

Household Industry 1104
Construction 9773
Trade and commerce 26033
Transport 9608

(Source: District Statistical Handbook)

 Housing Pattern/Slum area detail 
Bhubaneswar is a rapid industrial city in the eastern India. People are rushing to the city 

for search of employment and living in the adjacent a area of the city making small dwellings. 

According to the slum profile prepared by Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation 2008 377 

slums (List of slums in annexure-) exists in Bhubaneswar where 99 slums are authorized 

having their own records of right and  278 slums are unauthorized having their  dwellings  in 

the government land.

 Major Establishments /important buildings /locations 
Bhubaneswar is an important center for trade and commerce. The commercial activities 

of the city have grown to cater to the needs of the entire region. The major organized 

commercial areas are located in 13 locations accommodating more than 10,300 commercial 

establishments. The Central Business activities are located near Rajmahal and Bapuji Nagar, 

Unit-1 market and Unit-2 Market. Retail markets are mainly located in the residential areas 

(Surya Kiran Market, Municipal Market, Housing Board market, Market at Station Square 

etc). Unorganized commercial areas and weekly haats are identified in 34 location 

accommodating 3,300 commercial establishments employing an estimated 7000 people and 

mainly having shops made of planks or kiosks. Major malls established 

 City sewerage system
The city Sewerage System is presently being maintained by State PHD. Only a part of the 

city is provided with sewage collection system and due to absence of sewerage treatment 

facility, the waste water flows to open fields/natural nallahs and thereby creating all sorts of 

unsanitary conditions in most parts of the city. The different problem areas due to inadequate 

sewerage system have been tabulated below. 

Problems Areas
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Areas where discharge is 

through septic tanks to the 

open drains but the septic 

tanks are overloaded.

Unit-I (except Bapuji Nagar Forest Park and parts of Ashok Nagar),  

Unit II (except Keshari Nagar, III,IV,V, VI, VII, VIII, IX Jharpada, 

Jayadev Vihar, Bhauma Nagar, Budha Nagar, Old  Bhubaneswar

Areas where discharge is 

through oxidation ponds to the 

open drains but the oxidation 

ponds are overloaded

 Uni-III, VIII,IX, Budheswari Area, Bargarh, Ashok Nagar, Mali Sahi 

Area, Satya Nagar, Sahidnagar, Madhusudan Nagar, Goutam Nagar, 

Regional College of Education, Part of Vani Vihar, Gridco Colony, 

Kharavel Nagar, Nayapalli

Areas where there is no proper 

disposal system and the 

sewerage is discharged into 

open drains/open areas

           Patia Village , Kanan Vihar, Patia Industrial Area, Patia 

Housing Board  Area, Sikharchandi, Munda Colony, 

Chandrasekharpur Housing Board (PhaseI, Sailashree Vihar, Niladri 

Vihar, Railway Colony Area)

        Bhatapara, Chakeisiani, Sameigadia, Palasuni, Rasulgarh, New 

govindaprasad Village, Housing Board colony, Pandara Village. 

Paika Nagar, Baramunda Village, Baramunda H.B.Colony, New Bus 

Stand Area, Jagannath vihar.

        CRPF Central Colony, Ekamra Kanan Area, Bharatpur Revenue 

Area, Shampur, Ghatikia, Jokalandi Basti Area, Kalinga Nagar.

           Aiginia, Dumuduma, Jadupur, Jadupur Housing Area, 

Begunia, Raghunath Nagar, Jagamara Village, Barabari, Dharma 

Vihar, Khandagiri Pokhariput Revenue village, Gandamunda 

Udayagiri.

         Unit-8 (Krushi Vihar) Siripur, P.G. Hostel, Farm Area, 

Aerodrome, Interior Area and Bhimpur

          Laxmisagar H.B.Colony, Haladipadia, Laxmisagar Village, 

Old Budheswari Post Office Area (Cold Storage), Fish Market Area, 

Charbatia etc.

             Chintamaniswara Champapokhari, Sabara Sahi, Kalpana 

Government quarters and Private Plots, BJB Nagar, Gadhiakhal, 

Mainsiakhal and Museum Colony. Brahmeswar Patna, Ratnakarbag, 

Rajarani Colony, Nageswar Tangi, Maharana Sahi, Gyana Nagfar, 

Boitala Temple, Badu Sahi Jagannath 
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 CHAPTER : III

 Hazards and Risk profile 

 Past Disasters for the city
The city was affected in different disaster in different times. The hazards that 

affected the city like 

 Super cyclone 1999

 Flood 2008

 Flood-2011

 Very Sever Cyclone Storm “PHAILIN”-2013

 Urban Fire (every year in different places like : Exhibition Ground, Malisahi, 
Unit-market, Market building, Saheednagar Exhibition Ground, Mangala 
Basti Unit-IV )

 Mild shake of earthquake in magnitude of 4 to 5.8

 Road accident

 Water logging 

 Biological Disaster like Swine Flu (H1N1)

 Hazards, the city is prone to with detailed discussion indicating the areas 
likely to be affected to be annexed

 Flooding / Water Logging 
The unique geo-climatic condition makes the city vulnerable to various kinds of 

natural disasters. The normal annual rainfall of the city is 1470 mm. With 80% of annual 

rainfall concentrated over 3 months, the city is highly vulnerable to water logging and 

floods. There is probability of flooding because of the Kuakhai and the Daya. High 

population density, encroachment on natural drainage systems, poor socio-economic 

condition and weak infrastructure increase the vulnerability. 

 Cyclone 
The city has a tropical monsoon climate. Tropical cyclone is the term used 

globally to cover weather systems in which winds exceed “gale force” (minimum of 34 

knots or 63 kmph) Tropical cyclones are the most destructive of the seasonally rapid 

onset natural hazards. The classifications of cyclonic disturbances (low pressure areas) 
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are made on the basis of the strength of the associated winds. The classification used in 

India is given in the following table. 

Sl.No. Disturbances Wind Speed (Knots)

1. Low Less than 17
2. Depression 17-27 (32-50 km/h)
3. Deep depression 28-33 (51-62 km/h)
4. Cyclonic depression 34-47 (63-89 km/h)
5 Severe cyclonic storm with a core of Hurricane 

winds
48-63 (89-118 km/h) & above

The essential services and public installations in the city are vulnerable to 
cyclones. As per the latest slum survey conducted by BMC there are 377 slums in the 
Bhubaneswar city and these also are most vulnerable to cyclones. The city was severely 
affected by Super Cyclone 1999.

 Earthquake
“Earthquake” is a sudden, rapid shaking of the earth caused by the breaking and 

shifting of rock beneath the earth’s surface. This shaking can cause buildings and bridges 

to collapse, disrupt gas, electric and telephone services and sometimes trigger landslides, 

avalanches, flash floods, fires and huge destructive ocean waves (tsunami). Buildings 

with foundations resting on unconsolidated landfill, old waterways or on other unstable 

soil are at most risk. Earthquakes can occur at any time of the year.

Bhubaneswar city falls within the moderate earthquake damage risk zone i.e. 

Zone III. The technical paper of GIS states that Odisha, if at all, experiences any 

earthquake, it may attain the intensity of 5.9 on the Richter scale. Accordingly, the 

intensity as per Modified Mercalli scale is in the range of VI & VII. Thus the possibility 

of the highest intensity of earthquake and could be felt.

 Heat Wave
Heat wave can be defined as a condition of atmospheric temperature that leads to 

physiological stress, which sometimes can claim human life. Quantitatively heat wave 

can be defined as follows:

 The normal temperature is <400C. Any rise above normal temperature is called heat 
wave

 + (5 or 6) 0C: Moderate heat wave
 + 70C or more : Severe heat wave

 The normal temperature is >400C. Any rise above normal temperature is called heat 
wave.

 + (3 or 4) 0C: Heat wave
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 +50C or more: Severe heat wave

  If the maximum temperature of any place continues to be 450C consecutively for 

two days, it is called heat wave condition. 

There will be no harm to the human body if the environmental temperature 

remains at 37 0C. Whenever the temperature rises above 370C, human body starts 

gaining heat from the atmosphere. In the case of humidity being high along at a high 

temperature, a person can suffer from heat stress disorders even with temperatures of 37 

or 380C. 

 Fire Accident
Fire accidents happen due to several causes viz housing pattern, loose circuit of 

electricity, chemical explosion, lightning etc. Maximum fire accident cases take place due 

to peculiar housing patterns. These houses, located in clusters, generally have mud-built 

or brick mud walls with polythene sheets and/ or thatched roofs made out timber, bamboo 

and straw. In summer months, fire accidents are usually frequent, destroying houses and 

properties and causing serious distress to people. In Bhubaneswar city, the slums in 

congested localities are the primary victims of Fire Accidents. The experience fire in the 

city is mostly in the Slums, Markets   and exhibition ground due to short circuit of 

electricity. The areas already affected by fire are Unit-1 Market, Malisahi, and Exhibition    

ground (Shaheednagar & Unit-III Ground).

  Festival related Accident
Bhubaneswar the temple city of India observes many festivals in a calendar year 

(the list of festivals in the annexure). Festivals attract visitors including pilgrims and 

tourists, the significant for the city being gathering of kawadias at Lord Lingaraj temple 

during Rainy/Sravan Months (July-August), Rukuna Rath Festival, Car Festival, 

Khandagiri Mela, Stampede, fire terrorist attack etc. pose serious threat to lives, property 

and livelihoods in these cases. The city being state capital becomes venue for mass 

congregations for different purposes. The risk of festival related disaster is very high and 

the risk would be multiplied by rapid explosion of population.

 Road Accident
Road accidents occur due to human error, environmental factors and mechanical 

failures. The major causes of road accidents are

 Rash and negligent driving habits of the drivers
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 Driver’s poor physical condition, bad habits e.g. consumption of alcohol while 

driving;

 Mechanical failures of the vehicles

 Carelessness of other road users;

 Presence of animals on the roads;

 Deficiencies in the construction and layouts of roads

Two National High Ways(NH-5 & NH-203)  passes through the city and frequent 

accidents have been reported at Rasulgarh, Vani Vihar, Acharya Vihar, Jayadev Vihar, 

CRP, Fire Station, Baramunda, Khandagiri, Kalpana and other busy squares. The city is 

prone to road accident.

 Railway Accident
Bhubaneswar is the biggest railway station of East Coast Railway in the state and is 

directly connected by rail with various major cities of the country. The railways have a 

time tested railway accident response plan. The district through which the railway line 

passes shall have a contingency plan for immediate response after a train accident is 

reported in terms of rescue, first aid, transport for hospitalization, cutting equipment in 

case of people being trapped inside the train compartments, food and drinking water for 

stranded passengers arrangement for emergency treatment and blood transfusion and 

protection against looting and vandalism. This contingency plan shall be in place till the 

railway authorities arrive and after their arrival, the local administration shall assist the 

railway authority to take all measures for passenger care, transportation of other 

passengers to their destination, counting and confirmation of casualties and any other 

supportive requirements of the injured passengers, stranded passengers, relatives of 

injured or dead persons and other infrastructural support that the railway authorities 

might need. To ensure better coordination with the local administration an annual 

rehearsal should be organized.

  Industrial Disasters: Industrial Hazards pose a threat to people and life support 
There are about 88 industries operating in Bhubaneswar of which 3 can be classified 

as large industries, 34 as medium and 51 as small. There are 4 major industrial estates 

namely Rasulgarh Industrial Estate, Mancheswar Industrial Estate, Chandaka Industrial 

Estate and Bhagabanpur Industrial Estate. There are also industries that operate outside 

these industrial estates. Systems that arise from the mass production of goods and 
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services. These can occur at any stage in the production process including extraction, 

processing, manufacturing, transportation, storage, use and disposal. The causes are 

malfunctions, failures or unanticipated side effects of technological systems. Over the 

years, there has been substantial increase in industrial activities in the city and thus 

storage, handling and processing of large volume of hazardous chemicals has increased. 

Regulatory control such as Environmental (Protection) Act, 1986 in this connection. The 

list of Major Accident Hazard (MAH) installations and other Accident Hazard (OAH) 

installations, as defined under Chemical Accidents (Emergency, planning, preparedness 

& Response) Rules, 1996 is given in the next page.

Sl.N
o

Name of the industry Hazardous substance handled Categor
y

1. Aviation fuel station of IOCL, 
Bhubaneswar Air Port

ATF OAH

2. Sansar Udyog, Mancheswar I.E. Chlorine OAH
3. Priyanka Chemicals, Bhagabanpur, 

Bhubaneswar
Chlorine OAH

4. Kurlon Industries Ltd. Chandaka I.E. TDI; Methylene; Chlorine MAH
5. Anand Industrial Gases, M.I.E., 

Bhubaneswar
Acetylene; Oxygen MAH


 (Source Labour Officer/Inspector of Factories and Boilers
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 Seasonal Hazard Analysis 
Type of 
Hazards

Ja
n

Fe
b

Ma
r

Ap
r

May Ju
n

Ju
l

Au
g

Sep Oct Nov Dec Remar
ks 

Flood/w
ater 
logging
Cyclone

Heat-
stroke
Earthqua
ke
Epidemi
c
Fire 

 Areas  vulnerable to Hazards and degree of vulnerability 
Ward 

No
Heat 
Wave

Flood Earthquake Fire
Industrial 
Disaster Remarks

1 √ √ √ √ √

2 √ √ √

3 √ √ √

4 √ √ √ √

5 √ √ √ √

6 √ √ √ √ √

7 √ √ √ √ √

8 √ √ √

9 √ √ √ √

10 √ √ √

11 √ √ √

12 √ √ √ √

13 √ √ √ √

14 √ √ √
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15 √ √ √ √

16 √ √ √ √

17 √ √ √ √

18 √ √ √ √

19 √ √ √

20 √ √ √

21 √ √ √ √

22 √ √ √

23 √ √ √ √

24 √ √ √ √

25 √ √ √ √

26 √ √ √

27 √ √ √ √

28 √ √ √

29 √ √ √

30 √ √ √ √

31 √ √ √

32 √ √ √

33 √ √ √

34 √ √ √

35 √ √ √

36 √ √ √

37 √ √ √

38 √ √ √ √

39 √ √ √

40 √ √ √ √
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41 √ √ √

42 √ √ √

43 √ √ √

44 √ √ √ √

45 √ √ √

46 √ √ √ √

47 √ √ √ √

48 √ √ √

49 √ √ √

50 √ √ √

51 √ √ √

52 √ √ √

53 √ √ √

54 √ √ √

55 √ √ √

56 √ √ √

57 √ √ √

58 √ √ √ √

59 √ √ √ √

60 √ √ √ √

61 √ √ √

62 √ √ √

63 √ √ √

64 √ √ √

65 √ √ √

66 √ √ √
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67 √ √ √
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 CHAPTER : IV

 Resource Inventory/Capacity Analysis

 Resource available with ULBs

 Human Resource
Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation is a big organization having 2551 staff to 

look day today activities of corporation area and staff would helpful during any 

exigency. The detail of the staff position given below;

L.F.S ( Group-C) 122
Non-LFS ( Group - C) 85
Non-LFS ( Group - D) 930
Totals 1137
NMR 72 ( Conservancy - 67 + General - 5)
DLR 552 ( Conservancy - 260 + General -

292)
CLR 790 ( Conservancy - 700 + General - 90)
Total 1414 ( Conservancy - 1027 + General -

387)
Grand Total 2551  ( Regular - 1137 + Other- 1414 )

 Skilled manpower
Specialists 24
Asst. Surgeons 7
Staff Nurses 12
Pharmacists 3
Staff 76
Sweepers 15
Ambulance & Mobile Health Van Drivers 6

 Equipment
The vehicle details of BMC for sanitation are as follows 

Category of vehicles No. of vehicles
Trucks 4
Mini Trucks 4
Tractors 53
Excavators & Back Hoe 4
Loading Robots 1
Total 66

 Centers/Hubs
Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation has nine Kalyan Mandaps at Sahid Nagar, 
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Badagada, Nayapally, Chandrasekharpur, VSS Nagar, Dakhshinchandi and Badagada in 
addition to one Jatri Niwas at Laxmisagar, Community Centres at Unit-VIII, 
Shastrinagar  Bhimatangi, 396 Angan Wadi Centers  one Working Women’s Hostel at 
Mancheswar would be helpful during the time of emergency for relief purposes  to cater 
the need of the affected people. 

There are 176 Fair Price Shops covering 67 wards of BMC catering to 13,056 
Below Poverty Line and 1, 33,758. Above Poverty line beneficiaries and there are 4 
storage godowns. 

 Resource available with other Government agencies (Department 
wise/alphabetically)

 Fire services 

Sl.No. Name of the 
Fire Station

Phone No. Manpower 
available

Resource available

1 Kalpana Square 101; 0674-
2312088

AFO-1 MFE-7
2312088 ASO-1 Towing Tender-4

LFM-2 Fire pump-3
Driver – 4

Fire Man-15

2 Chandrasekharpur
06742744440

SO-1 MFE-1
06742744440 LFM-1 Towing Tender-1

Driver-2 Fire pump-1
Fire Man-4

3 Secretariat 
0674-2560454
State Fire Training Institute , 
Fire Station

AFO- Assistant Fire Officer, SO- Station Officer, LFM- Leading Fire Man, MFE- Motor Fire 

Engine
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 ODRAF - Resource available e with Odisha Disaster Rapid Action Force (ODRAF) units.
Sl.
No.

Equipments Quantity ODRAF Unit
No. Cuttack Jharsugud

a
Koraput Chhatrapur Balasore Bhub

4 1 1 1 1
2. TATA Truck- (Troop 

Carrier)-6 Ton capacity
10 nos. 2 2 2 2 2

3 TATA Truck- (Troop 
carrier)

6 nos. 2 1 1 1 1

4 Generator 10 KVA 13 nos. 5 2 2 2 2
5 Concrete Cutting 

equipment
10 nos. 2 2 2 2 2

6 Power saw with portable 
power unit

5 nos. 1 1 1 1 1

7 Tree Pruner-cum-Chain 
saw

10 nos. 2 2 2 2 2

8 Water Filter Portable 8 nos. 4 1 1 1 1
9 Ramp-2 Ton capacity 

(fabricated)M.S.
20 nos. 10 3 3 2 2

10 Telescopic Aluminium 
Ladder

16 nos. 4 4 4 2 2

11 Life Jacket 20 nos. 8 3 3 3 3
12 Life Buoy 110 nos. 60 20 10 10 10
13 Chain Power Saw (Stihl 

026 Model)
110 nos. 60 20 10 10 10

14 Chain Power saw (Petrol 
engine driven)

6 nos. 2 1 1 1 1

15 Tractor with trailer 6 nos. 2 1 1 1 1
16 Inflatable Tower lighting 

system with Generator
6 nos. 4 1 1

17 Branch Cutting saw 
(Electric motor drive)

7 nos. 3 1 1 1 1

18 Branch Cutting saw 
(Petrol engine driven)

14 nos. 6 2 2 2 2

19 Commando search light 20 nos.
4 nos. 
Infrared

12
4 IR

2 2 2 2

20 Mahindra & Mahindr FJ-
460-DP/4WD

1 nos.

21 TATA SFC-407/31, 
AMBULANCE

3 nos 1 1 1

22 G.I.Trunk 70 nos 40 10 8 6 6
23 Wire Ropes & Slings 12 sets 4 2 2 2 2
24 Lifting & Pulling Machine 4 nos 4
25 Battery Chargers 11 nos 3 2 2 2 2
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26 Small tools and Jack 12 sets 4 2 2 2 2
27 Nylon rope 600 kg 300 150 150
28 Hydraulic Tipper 5 nos 1 1 1 1 1
29 Recovery Van/Wreckage 

Crane
5 nos. 1 1 1 1 1

30 Small rescue items like, 
rope, carabiner etc. 
submersible pump

2 sets 2

31 Submersible pump 15 nos 3 3 3 3 3
32 Breathing apparatus 27 sets 7 5 5 5 5
33 Divine Equipments 12 sets 4 2 2 2 2
34 Diving Helmet 5 sets 1 1 1 1 1
35 Chain Sharpener 2 nos 2
36 Combi tool 5 sets 1 1 1 1 1
37 Cutter 5 sets 1 1 1 1 1
38 Inflatable rubber dinghies 

with OBM
60 32 6 6 8 8

39 Hydraulic spreader 5 nos 1 1 1 1 1
40 Telescopic Ram Jack with 

extension
5 sets 1 1 1 1 1

41 Fork lift 3 ton capacity 6 nos 2 1 1 1 1
42 RCC cutting chain saw 5 nos 1 1 1 1 1
43 Gas mask with chemical 

cartridge
65 sets 25 10 10 10 10

44 Pay loader-cum-excavator 5 nos 1 1 1 1 1
45 Air compressor 3 nos 11 1 1
46 125 KVA truck mounted 

generator
5 nos 1 1 1 1 1

47 Single phase welding 
transformer  with 
accessories

5 sets 1 1 1 1 1

48 Reciprocating pump-cum-
vehicle washer

5 sets 1 1 1 1 1

49 Air compressor with Tyre-
inflator with accessories

5 sets 1 1 1 1 1

50 Wooden stand for OBM 60 nos 20 10 10 10 10
51 Fire extinguishers 48 nos 16nos 8 8 8 8
52 Stretchers 10 2 2 2 2
53 Patient carrying trolley 10 2 2 2 2
54 Gas cutting sets 5 sets 1 1 1 1
55 M.F.R. Kits 7 sets 2 1 1 2
56 Collapsed Structure 

Search and rescue  
(CSSR) kit

5 sets 1 1 1 1

57 Flexi tents 10 nos 2 2 2 2
58 Poly propylene YV treated  

tarpaulin
50 nos 10 10 10 10 10
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 CHAPTER: V

 Preparedness Plan

 City Awareness Committee
The City Disaster Management Committee (CDMC) headed by the Revenue 

Divisional Commissioner (Central Division) is the apex body to monitor the overall Disaster 

preparedness activities. The Municipal Commissioner, Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation 

(BMC) heads the City Awareness Committee (CAC). In the consultative meetings of the 

CDMC & CAC, it has been decided to undertake multi-hazard awareness and preparedness 

activities. This corroborates with the suggestion of National Institute of Urban Affairs to 

include management of natural and technological disasters in the Model Municipal Law. 

BMC and the District Administration worked closely to provide succor to the people affected 

in the slum fire in Ward No.25 in October 2007. The Municipal Commissioner heads all 

preparedness and response activities within the corporation area.

Members of the City Awareness Committee 

Sl.No. Functionaries Designation
1 Municipal Commissioner, BMC Chairman
2 Sub-Collector, Bhubaneswar Member
3 Planning Member, Bhubaneswar Development 

Authority
Member

4 District Emergency Officer, Khordha Member
5 Member Secretary, CYSD, Bhubaneswar Member
6 Circle Inspector of Schools, Khordha Member
7. Fire Officer, Bhubaneswar Member
8. Chief District Medical Officer, Khordha Member
9. Chief District Veterinary Officer, Bhubaneswar Member

10. District Information & Public Relation Officer, 
Khordha

Member

11. HOD, Civil Engineering, College of Engineering & 
Technology, Bhubaneswar

Member

12. Corporator (Ward No.18), BMC Member
13. Corporator (Ward No.44), BMC Member
14. Corporator (Ward No.19), BMC Member
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15.  Corporator (Ward No.11), BMC Member
16. Secretary, Nayapalli Resident Welfare Committee, 

Bhubaneswar
Member

17. Deputy Commissioner, BMC Member Convener

 Initiatives taken up 

 Land use and zoning regulation

 Comprehensive development Plan 
The development of the city has taken place based on the Master Plan prepared in 1954.  

It lacks the environmental considerations that are relevant for today. The master plan has 

been reexamined and a Comprehensive Development plan (CDP) for the city has been 

prepared by the Bhubaneswar Development Authority in the year 1993 for a projected 

population of 10 Lakh by 2001.

The major proposals in the CDP include

 Greening up to 60% of the area and providing green belt and landscaping

 Improving traffic & transportation system including widening/improving of 
roads,
Pedestrian zones, parking facilities, signage, street furniture and traffic 

management

 Installing urban design elements with appropriate streetlights, fountains, 
sculptures.

 Urban renewal measures including removal of encroachments

 Improving storm water drainage and sewerage system.

 Encouraging the usage of non-conventional energy and eco-friendly materials for
Construction purposes, water harvesting.

 UEVRP
Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation with the support of Odisha State Disaster 

Management Authority (OSDMA) and United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP) has taken the Urban Earthquake Vulnerability Reduction Project for the city in 

the project the following f awareness and preparedness activities on disaster management 

were undertaken: 

 Sensitization of 136 Engineers, Architects & Planners on Earthquake 

Vulnerability
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 Training of 27 Engineers & Architects on Rapid Visual Screening to identify 

earthquake resistant capacity of the built-environment.

 Training of Doctors on Emergency Health Management

 Training of 189 Teachers’ on School disaster management planning.

 Orientation of 281 Officials, 302 Professionals & 47 Corporators on Earthquake 

vulnerability.

 Orientation of 2,080 school students on Disaster Management Planning and 

disaster safety tips

 Orientation of more than 600 College students on Disaster Management 

Planning, volunteerism and disaster safety tips

 Training of 376 Masons on “Earthquake Resistant construction Technology”

 Training of 26 volunteers drawn from 11 NGOs on Mapping exercises.

 Training of 100 Engineers, Architects & Builders on Earthquake Engineering & 

multi Disaster Resistant Construction Technology

 Large scale Mass Awareness Campaigns /programmes

 Training of 400 volunteers drawn from all 47 wards on First Aid, Search & 

Rescue.

 Training of 150 Anganwadi workers on First Aid.

 Mock drills at the City/Ward/ESF/Community level as well as in Schools & 

Colleges.

 Training & orientation programmes.

 IEC activities

 School safety plans and other preparedness 

Urban Risk Reduction (URR)

Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation with the support of Odisha State Disaster 

Management Authority and United Nations Development Programme a project named Urban 

Risk Reduction (URR) under GoI-UNDP Disaster Risk Reduction Programme implementing 

in the city to prepare the urban community to reduce the urban risk in the city. In the project 

the following activities undertaken 

 Hazard Risk and vulnerability Assessment.

 Establishment of Emergency operation Centre.
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 Training of Officers/Ward Officers  on Urban Risk Reduction

 Training of Anganwadi Workers on urban risk reduction

 Training of Volunteers on community risk assessment 

 Training of Volunteers on Search Rescue and first Aid

 Orientation of Corporators and Mayor on Urban Risk Reduction.

 Preparation of Ward Disaster Management Plan

 School Safety Plan
Under GoI-UNDP Disaster Risk Reduction Programme the schools available in 

the BMC area would be covered in Phase wise. Under the programme the following 
activities would taken:

 Orientation of Teachers and non teaching staff on School Safety

 Awareness of Students on Urban Risk Reduction

 Training of School Disaster Management Team on search Rescue and First Aid

 Preparation of School Safety Plan

 Orientation of School Safety committee

 Mock Drill on School Safety

 Capacity building plans
Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation (BMC) is planning to build the capacity in Disaster 

management in different levels like:

 Individual 

 Community level

 CBOs/NGOs/CSOs level

 Officials level ( Line department officer, engineers, architect & planner)

 Implementation level (Community Organizers, Supervisors, AWWs, ASHA & 

etc.)

 PRIs/ ULBs representatives.

 Climate Risk Management in urban areas through disaster preparedness and 
mitigation
GoI-UNDP Climate Risk Management in urban areas through disaster preparedness and 
mitigation is implemented by Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation with the support of 
Odisha State Disaster Management Authority and United Nations Development 
Programme in the city to prepare the urban community to manage the risk due to climate 
change in Bhubaneswar city. In the project the following activities undertaken 
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 Hazard Risk Vulnerability Assessment of Bhubaneswar City 

 Study on Early Warning system of Bhubaneswar City 

 Training on School and Hospital safety Toolkit 

 Training of Civil defence Volunteers on Collapse Structure Search and rescue

 Training of Volunteers on Preparation of WDMP

 State Level Workshop on Mainstreaming DRR and CCA in Development 
Programmes

 Training of AWW on First Aid

 Training of Civil defence Volunteers on Collapse Structure Search and rescue

 State Level Workshop on Mainstreaming DRR and CCA in Development 
Programmes

 School level competion on essay, drawing and slogan competition on Disaster 
and Climate Change.

 City level exhibition-cum-workshop on the ideas of students on disaster and 
climate Change.

 Inter City on Knowledge Management Workshop on Climate Risk Management 
in Urban areas through Disaster Preparedness and Mitigation.

 Training of Anganwadi Workers /ASHA on First Aid
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 CHAPTER:  VI

 Response Plan

 Institutional Set up

RDC (CD)

CDVO, BBSR

RTO, BBSR

SE, R&B

Sub-Collector 

Health Officer, BMC

CMMO, Municipal Hospital

Asst. Director, Factories & Broilers 

CMO, Capital Hospital

SE, PHD

BDO

Tahasiladar

ADM, BBSR

DCP, BBSR

MC

Collector
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 Response Planning
The Municipal Commissioner will be the supervising authority for all types of 

response activities during a disaster. The Commissioner will be assisted by other officers 
as per specific orders issued from time to time. The different departments will assist the 
BMC for effective management of disasters.

 Administrative Set up of ULB

 City Control Room
The Control Room will function round the clock and will maintain a regular 

specifically to register the complaints, viz. water logging, choking of drains, fallen trees, 
road culvert damages. The Deputy Municipal Commissioner will check the City Control 
Room complaint register every day. The Ward Officers and J.Es of concerned will move 
around their respective area on regular intervals and report cases immediately.

Construction and maintenance of secondary and Tertiary drains are one of the 
major obligatory functions of the Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation (BMC). De-
silting of drains is being undertaken by the Sanitation wing of BMC led by the City 
Health Officer.

Section 293 – Power of Municipal Commissioner to close, demolish, alter or 
remake any private drain in the public interest;

Section 294 – Buildings etc. not to be constructed over any drain

Section 295 – Municipal Commissioner may enforce drainage of un-drained 
premises situated within hundred feet of Corporation drain.

 Logistic support
For cleaning of choked drains due to heavy rains and dewatering of areas where 

water logging may occur, the arrangement is 

Available five numbers of 5 HP dewatering diesel pumps and four excavators could be 
put to service.

The Chief coordinating official for the movement of these units will be Executive 
Engineer-II with the help of J.E.(Mech.). The five pump operators/ drivers and the drivers 
of excavators will also be in readiness all the time.
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  Works Distribution

 The Deputy Municipal Commissioner will be in overall charge and will keep the 
Municipal Commissioner informed on all fronts.

 The Assistant Commissioner (Slum) along with his team of Community organizers 
will visit concerned slum areas and report. 

 The City Health Officer will keep the conservancy staff in readiness with tractor unit, 
adequate bleaching power and halogen tablets.

 The Chief Municipal Medical Officer, BMC Hospital will handle all health 
emergency cases with support of Capital Hospital.

 Linkage with the District Administration and other agencies 

 The City Disaster Management Committee (CDMC) headed by the Revenue 

Divisional Commissioner (Central Division) is the apex body to monitor the overall 

disaster preparedness activities. This corroborates with the suggestion of National 

Institute of Urban Affairs to include management of natural and technological disasters in 

the Model Municipal Law. BMC and the District Administration worked closely to 

provide succor to the people affected in the slum fire in Ward No.25 in October 2007. 

The Municipal Commissioner heads all preparedness and response activities within the 

corporation area. ADM, Bhubaneswar is working closely with Bhubaneswar Municipal 

Corporation in the regular activities. To bring the district administration and city 

administration close together the Revenue Divisional Commissioner (Central Division) is 

the commanding authority and he is the Chairman of City Disaster Management 

Committee. 

Members of the City Disaster Management Committee

Sl.No. Functionaries Designation
1 Revenue Divisional Commissioner (CD) Chairman
2 Vice Chairman, Bhubaneswar Development 

Authority
Member

3 Deputy commissioner of Police, Bhubaneswar Member
4 Chief District Medical Officer, Khordha Member
5 Chief Medical Officer, Capital Hospital, 

Bhubaneswar
Member

6 District fire Officer, Khordha Member
7 Executive Engineer, R&B Member
8 Executive Engineer, PHD Member
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9 Executive engineer, CESU Member
10. Commandant, ODRAF Member
11. General Manager, BSNL Member
12. District Collector, Khordha Member Convener

 Emergency Support Function (ESF)   
High Power Committee of Govt. of India (GoI) has suggested 14 “Emergency 

Support Functions (ESF)”. Based on the recommendation of GoI and through multi-

stakeholder consultation, the ESF teams identified by Bhubaneswar Municipal 

Corporation are as follows.

 Communication
This team will be led by the Deputy Commissioner of Police (DCP), 

Bhubaneswar with support from Manager (Communication), OSDMA, Fire Officer, 

BSNL, All India Radio, India Met. Dept., Central Water Commission, Doordarshan, 120 

TA Infantry Battalion, Bharat Scouts & Guides & Dy. Controller, Civil Defence, Role 

and responsibilities of this team will be as follows.

 Coordination of activities in the city in consultation with Bhubaneswar 

Municipal Corporation (BMC) to assure the provision of telecommunication 

support

 Coordinate the requirement of temporary telecommunication in the effected areas

 Provide human services under the communication

 Public Health
This team will be led by the Chief Medical Officer, Capital Hospital 

Bhubaneswar with support from CDMO, Khordha, CMMO, BMC Hospital, CMO, 

Railways Hospital, Hr. Secretary, Indian Red Cross Society and St. Johns Ambulance. 

Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows. 

 Coordinate, direct and integrate city level response

 Direct activation of medical personnel, supplies and equipment

 Coordinate the evacuation of patients

 Provide human services under the dept. of health & family welfare in 

coordination with BMC

 To prepare and keep ready Mobile Hospitals

 Check stocks of equipment and drugs

 Sanitation
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This team will be led by the City Health Officer, Bhubaneswar Municipal 
Corporation with support from J.E. (Mech.) BMC, BDA & R&B, Sub-Divisional 
Veterinary Officer, Div. Forest Officer, ODRAF, People for Animals and NGOs. Role 
and responsibilities of this team will be as follows.

 Extensive drain desilting

 Routes might be blocked with carcasses / fallen trees

 Checking contamination of water & food

 Restoration of sanitation facilities

 Cleaning of disaster affected sites

  Power
This team will be led by the General Manager, CESU, Bhubaneswar with support 

from Odisha Power Trans. Corp. Ltd., ODRAF, Chief Executive, OREDA and A.E. 

(Elect), BMC. Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows.

 Transportation
This team will be led by the Regional Transport Officer, Bhubaneswar with 

support from Chief Safety Officer, East Coast Railways and General Manager, Airport 

authority of India, Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows

 Overall coordination of the transportation capacity in the city

 Restoration of roads

 Coordinate and implement emergency related response and recovery  functions, 

search and rescue and damage assessment

  Search & Rescue
This team will be led by the Asst. Fire Officer, Bhubaneswar with support, Office 

of DCP, ODRAF, 120 TA Infantry Battalion, NCC, Dy. Controller, Civil  Defence, 

St.John Ambulance, Bharat Scouts & Guides and NYK. Role and responsibilities of this 

team will be as follows.

 Establish, maintain and manage city level search and rescue response system

 Coordinate search and rescue logistics during field operations

 Provide status reports of SAR updates throughout the affected areas

 Donation
This team will be led by the Municipal Commissioner, BMC with support from 

office of SRC, ADM, Bhubaneswar, Tahasildar, Bhubaneswar, Indian Red Cross Society, 

Resident Representative, C.I.I, Rotary Club and Central Market Association. Role and 
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responsibilities of this team for coordination of following donation sectors.

 General public (Citizens)

 Corporate sector

 INGOs/NGOs, Civic Associations (Clubs etc)

 International Community

 District administration/State government  

 Relief Supplies
This team will be led by the Municipal Commissioner, BMC with support from 

ADM, Bhubaneswar, Tahasildar, Bhubaneswar, Asst. Civil Supply Off., Bhubaneswar, 

CDPO (Urban), Bhubaneswar, NCC, Dy.Controller, Civil  Defence and Bharat Scouts & 

Guides. Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows.

 Coordinate activities involved with the emergency provisions

 Temporary shelters

 Emergency mass feeding

 Bulk distribution

 To provide logistical and resource support to BMC and local entities

 Operate a Disaster Welfare Information (DWI) system to collect, receive and 

report the status of victims and assist family reunification; and coordinate bulk 

distribution of emergency relief supplies.

 Drinking Water & Water Supply
This team will be led by the Chief Engineer (PHD), Bhubaneswar with support from 

J.E(Mech.) BMC and BDA. Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows.

 Procurement of clean drinking water

 Transportation of water with minimum wastage

 Special care for women with infants and pregnant women

 Ensure that sewer pipes and drainage are kept separate from drinking water 

facilities

 Shelter
This team will be led by the DI of Schools, Bhubaneswar with support from CI of 

Schools, Khordha, ODRAF, 120 TA Infantry Battalion and Indian Red Cross Society.

Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows.

 Provide adequate and appropriate shelter to all population
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 Quick assessment and identifying the area for the establishment of the relief 

camps.

 Identifying the population which can be provided with support in their own place 

and need not be shifted/relocated

 Locate relief camps close to open traffic and transport links

 Public Works & Engineering
This team will be led by the City Engineer, BMC with support from R&B, BDA, NHAI, 

CPWD, East Coast Railways and REDA. Role and responsibilities of this team will be as 

follows.

 Pre-positioning assessment teams

 Emergency clearing of debris to enable inspection/survey

 Coordinate road clearing activities to assist local relief work

 Begin clearing of roads

 Assemble casual labour

 Provide a working team carrying emergency tool kits depending on the nature of 

disaster, essential equipment e.g. Towing vehicles Earth moving equipments, 

cranes

 Construct temporary roads

 Keep national and other main highways clear from debris etc.

 Information Dissemination & Awareness
This team will be led by the Municipal Commissioner, BMC with support from 

Director, Indian Meteorological Dept., Bhubaneswar, All India Radio, Doordarshan, 

Dipro, Khordha, BMC, Office of DCP, Tahsil office, Bhubaneswar, DI of Schools, 

Bhubaneswar, CDPO (Urban), Bhubaneswar, Capital Hospital, BMC Hospital, NCC and 

Bharat Scouts & Guides. Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows.

 Collect, process and disseminate information about an actual or potential disaster 

situation to facilitate the overall activities of all responders in providing 

assistance to an affected area

 Apply GIS to speed other facilities of relief and search and rescue

 Enable BMC to establish contact with the state authorities

 Coordinate planning procedures between city, district and the state

 Documentation of all procedures at appropriate levels
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 Provide ready formats for all reporting procedures as a standby

 Media management
This team will be led by the DIPRO, Khordha with support from All India 

Radioand Doordarshan. Role and responsibilities of this team will be as follows

 Provide and collect reliable information on the status of the disaster and disaster 

victims for effective coordination of relief work at state level

 Not to intrude on the privacy of individuals and families while collecting 

information

 Coordinate with EOC at the airport and railways for required information for 

state, national and international relief workers

 Acquire accurate scientific information from the Indian Meteorological Dept. and 

Dept. of Science & Technology

 Coordinate with all electronic media networks to send news flashes

 Support donation

 Respect the socio-cultural and emotional state of the disaster victims

 Help Lines
This team will be led by the Municipal Commissioner, BMC with support from 

ADM, Bhubaneswar, Office of SRC, OSDMA, Office of D.M., Khordha, Office of DCP, 

Bubaneswar, BSNL, Sub Collector, Bhubaneswar, Tahasildar, Bhubaneswar, Fire 

Officer, Bhubaneswar, CESU, Bhubaneswar, PHD, Bhubaneswar, Sub Div. Veterinary 

Officer, Bhubaneswar, Indian Red Cross Society, Bhubaneswar, Capital Hospital, 

Bhubaneswar and BMC Hospital, Bhubaneswar. Role and responsibilities of this team 

will be as follows.

 Coordinate, collect process report and display essential elements of information 

and to facilitate support for planning efforts in response operations

 Coordinate pre-planned and event specific aerial reconnaissance operations to 

assess the overall disaster situation

 Pre-positioning assessment teams headed by the City/District/State coordinating 

officers and deployment of other advance elements

 Emergency clearing of debris to enable reconnaissance of the damaged areas and 

passage of emergency personnel and equipment for life saving, property 

protection and health and safety.
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 Incident Response System and Standard Operating procedures
The Commissioner, BMC is the official Incident Commander (IC) to activate the 

command system and to control and coordinate the resources required at the site of 

disaster.  The IRS is a set of Emergency Management tools consisting the combination of 

facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures, and communications operating within a 

common organizational structure, with responsibility for the management of resources to 

effectively accomplish stated objectives pertinent to an incident.

In the Bhubaneswar City IC function is commanded by the Commissioner 

(Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation) for planning, directing, organizing, co-ordinating, 

communicating, and delegating roles and responsibilities to the City Emergency 

Managers and to inform timely to the Head Quarter.  

Functions of IRS 

 To create and   integrate communication flow during emergency period

 To manage incident scene, and  report through integrated  and co-ordinated 

command plan

 To facilitate procedures and protocols according to ESF Departments within City 

as well as State and Central Government. 

 To put the communication system in place  to receive, record, acknowledge 

incoming and outgoing  information of any form during the disaster  

 To mange resources as per their availability such as– distribution of relief 

material with ESF agencies required during emergency etc

 Monitoring functional areas during  and post disaster phase

  Sharing of responsibility  

 Municipal Commissioner, BMC 

 Proper functioning of control room to be monitored with assistance from Deputy 

Municipal Commissioner

 Information will be flowing from all sources to the Control room; updated 

information needs to be received from ward level

 Coordination with the office of the ADM, District Collector and SRC-cum-MD, 

OSDMA
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 Storage of food (Baby food , dry food) in vulnerable pockets to be monitored

 Arrangements for keeping drainage clearance with assistance from City Engineer

 Relief measures organization

 Deputy Commissioner of Police

 There will be communication problem as well as law & order tasks in the 

affected areas, routes might be blocked with carcasses/fallen trees & there could 

be traffic jam on the roads

 Coordinate the requirement of temporary telecommunication support

 Assistance of ODRAF, Army and Civil Defence may be required

 Chief Medical Officer, Capital Hospital

 Possible outbreak of epidemic or medical emergency as secondary disaster;

 Restoration of disrupted of labs and hospital

 Requirement of adequate drugs and medical accessories

 Possible need for psychological counseling for victims

 City Health Officer, BMC

 Extensive drain desilting

 Routes might be blocked with carcasses/fallen trees

 Checking contamination of water & food

 Restoration of sanitation facilities;

 Cleaning of disaster affected sites

 Chief Engineer (PHED), BBSR

 Available water may be unfit for drinking; Existing water storage bodies might 

have been damaged and rendered not usable

 Alternative need (poly packs) of water to assist victims in rescue operation

 People need to be informed of emergency supply of water

 Tankers & containers to be acquired for distribution of water

 Sources of possible potable water sources to be identified

 Drinking water to be distributed to temporary shelters and hospitals

 Regional Transport Officer, BBSR

 Restoration of transportation facilities

 Overall coordination of the  transportation capacity in the city
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 Coordinate and implement emergency related response and recovery functions, 

search and rescue and damage assessment

 DI of Schools, BBSR

 Arrange adequate and appropriate shelter for affected population

 Quick assessment & identifying area for the establishment of relief camps

 Identifying the population which can be provided with support in their own place 

and need note shifted/relocated

 Locate relief camps close to open traffic and transport links

 General Manager, CESU, BBSR

 Provide & coordinate support until BMC is prepared to handle all power related 

problems

 Identify requirements of external equipments

 Assess damage for state-level assistance 

 Chief Engineer, BMC

 Coordinate road clearing & restoration activities with R&B, NHAI, CPWO, BDA 

to assist local relief work

 Pre-positioning assessment teams

 Assemble casual labour, Emergency clearing of debris to enable 

inspection/survey; construct temporary roads

 Facilitate the working team carrying emergency tool kits depending on the nature 

of disaster, essential equipment e.g. Towing vehicles, Earth moving equipments, 

cranes;

 Keep national and other main highways clear from debris etc.

 GO - NGO coordination
Participation of the community is crucial in Disaster Management.  However, 

preparing the community for appropriate response within a limited time and motivating 

it for adopting long-term mitigation measures would require a much sustained, intimate 

and a flexible approach.  This is a challenge which can be effectively addressed through 

involvement of NGOs and CBOs (Community Based Organizations) due to their close 

linkages with the community, their outreach and flexibility in procedural matters. 

NGOs and CBOs, due to their proximity to the community, can act as a vital link 

between government and the community particularly during emergencies.  They are in a 
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better position to appreciate the area and time specific problems of the people and their 

flexibility in approach makes them more acceptable in the community.  These 

organizations work generally in the fields of health, education, livelihood, micro-finance, 

infrastructure, animal husbandry, social reforms, etc. After the super-cyclone of October 

1999 the NGOs involvement in restoration of livelihood of the affected people and 

Community based disaster preparedness programmes brought them still closer to the 

people. Civil society organizations will be involved in all phases of crisis management. 

So the GO NGO coordination is more vital and both organizations would be partner and 

regular interaction for better management of any crisis.

The activities of all Non-Government and Non-official Organizations and private 

individuals shall be co-ordinated at the level of Commissioner. Commissioner in 

consultation with the Committee referred to there in may allot specific areas or specific 

aspect of relief work to such Organizations and individuals, including starting of mid-day 

meal centers, free kitchens, distribution of dry or cooked food, keeping in view the type 

of assistance which the particular organization intends to render. In case any feeding 

programme, mid-day meal centers or free kitchen for a certain period is undertaken by a 

non-official organization or private individual in any area allotted by the Commissioner 

similar programme if continuing in that area at Government cost shall be reduced, 

suspended or closed as the case may be in order to obviate duplication and consequential 

wastage

 Interagency Coordination

Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation would organize meeting on regular basis 

with NGOs International NGOs and aid agencies like Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha 

State Branch, Saint John Ambulance, Civil Defence , Bus Owners Association, Truck 

Owners Association, CDVO(Veterinary Control Room), Police Control Room, 

CDMO/CMO Control Room, Agriculture Control Room, Water Resource (Irrigation) 

Control Room and the control rooms of R& B, RD, PHED, Fire Prevention Officer, 

Electricity, ODRAF, Civil Supply, H&UD Dept for better  coordination & in time 

response to any disastrous situation in the city.
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CHAPTER : VII

 Reconstruction and Rehabilitation

 Damage Assessment Procedures and formats

Assessment of damage to the public infrastructures will be taken by the concerned Line 

Departments as per the specifications laid down by the government of India (Ministry of Home 

Affairs) and Special Relief Commissioner. Extent of damage to private properties will be 

assessed by the Tahasildar through field level officers. Disbursement of assistance in case of 

death, house damage, agriculture, etc. will be made by the Collectors through Bhubaneswar 

Municipal Corporation as per CRF norms and procedures laid down in Odisha Relief Code. 

Assistance in case of injury, loss of limb, damage of livelihood assets of urban artisans, death of 

small and big domestic animals will be disbursed by the line departments/ Collectors as per Govt. 

instructions and CRF norms.

 People’s entitlements as per Odisha Relief Code and SDRF & NDRF Norms

 Assistance out of Calamity Relief Fund is available in case of occurrence of any of the 
following disasters as notified by the Government of India.

1. Avalanche 7. Flood

2. Cloud Burst 8. Hailstorm

3. Cyclone 9. Landslide

4. Drought 10. Pest Attack`

5. Earthquake 11. Tsunami

6. Fire

 Food Assistance is available in following three forms

(a) Emergent assistance

(b) Ad hoc food assistance, or

(c) Food assistance on cards

(a) Emergent Assistance is sanctioned for people marooned/evacuated during a  
disaster in the form of rice, Chuda, Muddhi, Gur, Salt, Kerosene, Match  boxes 
including cooked food and clothing. It can be sanctioned by different authorities as 47



shown below

 Collector- up to 3 days

 RDC up to 7 days including 3 days sanctioned by Collector

 SRC- up to 15 days including 7 days sanctioned by RDC

(b) Ad Hoc Food Assistance is sanctioned by the Collector upto a period of 15 days 
when post-disaster distress conditions persist in favour of following categories.

 Persons attending the sick or infant children who cannot go out and earn their 
livelihood.

 Able-bodied persons but temporarily rendered weak due to want of food, 
malnutrition or as result of illness.

 People deprived of cooking their food due to inundation.
(c) Food assistance on card can be sanctioned to prevent starvation any time anywhere 

when households face starvation in favour of the following categories of persons.

 Mentally challenged /crippled / invalid/ blind  persons

 Advanced age or physical infirmity

 Helpless widows

 Persons attending sick or infant children

 Able-bodied persons weak due to want of food, malnutrition or illness.

It can be sanctioned by different authorities as shown below. The assistance is disbursed 
by the local BDO.

 Sarpanch - up to 10 days

 Chairperson/Mayor of ULBs- up to 10 days (in case of urban areas)

 BDO - up to 30 days

 Sub-Collector - up to 45 days

 Collector - up to 120 days
Free Kitchen: to people who are temporarily accommodated due to evacuation (Item no-
16 of CRF).It is treated different from sanction of emergent relief.

Scale of assistance:

 Uncooked rice of 1 kg per adult

 Uncooked rice of 500 gm per child(below 12 years of age)

 Cooked food equivalent to Rs. 30/- per adult and Rs.25/- per child
 Ex-gratia in case of death due to disasters notified

 Inform SRC within 24 hours with details
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 Initiate case record for sanction of ex-gratia

 Ex-gratia assistance will be sanctioned by the concerned Collector of the district 
where the death occurred due to calamity.

 The Collector of the district to which the victim belong should give the list of 
next of kin in whose favour the ex-gratia will be sanctioned, to the Collector 
sanctioning the ex-gratia amount 

 The sanctioning authority will send the amount through Bank draft to the 
concerned Collector to which district the victim belong for disbursement.

 All payment should be made in shape of DD / AC payee cheque only

 Disbursement within 48 hours from available cash 

 Maintain a register showing details.

 Rs.1,50,000/- per deceased  and no age and income bar

 Scale same for any no. of persons of a family

 Not applicable to foreign citizen dieing in India due to a disaster notified

 Not applicable to Indian citizen dieing due to a notified calamity outside India 

 In case of a government employee /relief worker who loses his/ her life, while 
engaged in rescue and relief operations, in the aftermath of a notified calamity or 
during preparedness activities like mock drill etc. his /her family would be paid @ 
Rs.1.50 lakh per deceased.

Ex-Gratia where dead bodies not recovered

 A case of unnatural death to be registered in local police station

 Detailed  enquiry by Tahashildar with report of local Sarpanch in the case 
record

 Obsequies by family members according to the prevailing customs

 The next of kin (NOK) to file an affidavit on any date not earlier than three 
months from the date of presumed death

 In case the contrary is proved, the payment would be recovered as arrears of 
land revenue

 Ex-gratia payment for loss of a limb or eye

 Disability is between 40% and 80% – Rs.43.500/-

 Disability is more than 80 % - Rs.62,000/-

 Disability is to be duly certified by a Government doctor or doctor from a 
panel approved by the Government

 Grievous injury requiring hospitalization for more than one week- Rs.9,300/-

 Grievous injury requiring hospitalization for less than one week- Rs.3.100/-
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 House Building Assistance

 Preparation of village wise list after inquiry by designated authorities/panel 
with digital photo.

 Approval of list by Collector and disbursement within 15 days.

 Disbursement by designated officers in AC payee cheques.

Assistance admissible:

 Fully damaged/destroyed  Pucca house - Rs.35,000/-

 Fully damaged/destroyed  kutcha house - Rs.10,000/-

 Severely  damaged Pucca house - Rs.6,300/-

 Severely  damaged kutcha house - Rs.3,200/-

 Partially damaged Pucca / kutcha house other than hut - Rs.1,900/-

 Huts damaged/destroyed - Rs.2,500/-

 Fully damaged houses- Where the house is beyond repair and needs to be 
reconstructed.

 Partially damaged houses -Where the damage is minimum of 15%.

 Severely damaged houses- Where the damage is between partially and fully.

 Hut means temporary, make shift unit, inferior to Kutcha house, made of 
thatch, mud, plastic sheets etc traditionally seen and recognized and known as 
Hut by the State/District Authorities

 No House Building Assistance in case of Houses on objectionable Govt. land 
damaged due to fire accident

 Other Materials and Utensils for Fully Damaged Houses

 Rs.1,400/- for utensils per household

 Rs.1,300/- for clothing per household
 Assistance to small and marginal farmers

 Desilting of agricultural land (where thickness of sand/silt deposit is more than 
3’’) - Rs.8,100/- per hectare

 Removal of debris on agricultural land in hilly areas- Rs.6,000/-

 Desilting/restoration / repair of fish farm (subject to the condition that no other 
assistance /subsidy has been availed of by /is eligible to the beneficiary under 
any other government scheme)  - Rs.6,000/- per hectare 

 Loss of substantial portion of land caused by landslide, avalanche or change of 
course of rivers (assistance will be given to only those small and marginal 
farmers whose ownership of the land lost is legitimate as per the revenue 
records)- Rs.25,000/- per hectare
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 Agriculture input subsidy where crop loss was 50% and above
For agricultural crops, horticulture and annual plantation crops

 Rs.3,000/- per hectare in rain fed areas

 Rs.6,000/- per hectare for areas under assured irrigation

 No input subsidy will be payable for agricultural land remaining unsown or 
fallow.

 Assistance payable to any small farmer with tiny holding may not be less than 
Rs.250/-

For perennial crops

 Rs.8,000/- per hectare for all types perennial crops

 No input subsidy will be payable for agricultural land remaining unsown or 
fallow

 Assistance payable to any small farmer with tiny holding may not be less than 
Rs.500/-

 Input subsidy to farmers other than small and marginal farmers:  Assistance may 
be provided where the crop loss is 50 % and above, subject to a ceiling of 1 ha per 
farmer and up to 2 ha per farmer in case of successive calamities irrespective of the 
size of his holding being large.

 Rs.2,000/ per hectare in rain fed areas

 Rs.4,000/- per hectare for areas under assured irrigation

 Rs.6,000/- per hectare for all types perennial crops

 No input subsidy will be payable for agricultural land remaining unsown or 
fallow

 Assistance to small and marginal sericulture farmers

 Rs.3,200/ per hectare for Eri, Mulberry and Tussar

 Rs.4,000/ per hectare Muga

 Animal Husbandry: Assistance to small and marginal farmers

 Replacement of draught animals, milch animals or animals used for haulage

Milch Animals Draught Animals
Buffalo/ cow/camel 
/ yak etc

@ 
Rs.16,400/-

Buffalo/ horse 
/bullock etc

@ Rs.15,000/-

Sheep/ goat @ Rs.1,650/- Calf/donkey/pony @ Rs.10,000/-
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(The assistance may be restricted for the actual loss of economically productive 
animals and will be subject to a ceiling of 1 large milch animal or 4 small milch 
animals or 1 draught animal or 2 small draught animals per household irrespective of 
whether a family has lost a large number of animals)
Poultry
Poultry @ Rs.37/- per bird subject to a ceiling of assistance of Rs.400/- per 
beneficiary household.
The death of the poultry bird should be on account of the notified natural calamity.
Relief under these norms is not eligible if the assistance is available from any other 
Government scheme.

(II) Provision of fodder / feed

 Large animals-Rs.32/- per day
 Small animals-Rs.16/- per day

 Assistance to Fishermen 
For repair/replacement of boats, nets damaged or lost.

 Repair of partially damaged traditional crafts (all types) plus net-Rs.3,000/-

 Replacement of fully damaged traditional crafts(all types) plus net-Rs.7,500/-

 Such traditional crafts are to be registered with the state government

 Extent of damage (partial or full) to be determined /certified by a competent 
authority designated by the state government.

 This assistance will not be available if the beneficiary is eligible or has availed 
of any subsidy/assistance, for the instant calamity, under any other 
government scheme.

Input subsidy for fish seed farm

 Rs.6,000/- per hectare

 This assistance will not be provided if the beneficiary is eligible or has availed 
of any subsidy/assistance, for the instant calamity, under any other 
government scheme except the one time subsidy provided under the scheme of 
Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries, Ministry of 
Agriculture)

 Assistance to artisans in handicrafts/handloom sectors by way of   subsidy for repair 
/replacement of damaged equipment

For traditional Crafts (Handicrafts)

 Replacement of damaged tools/equipment-Rs.3,000/-per artisan

 Damage/replacement to be duly certified by Competent Authority designated 
by the State Government 

 Loss of raw material /goods in process / finished goods- Rs.3,000/-per artisan

 Damage/loss to be  certified by Competent Authority designated by the State 
Government 
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For Handloom Weaver

 Repair /replacement of loom equipment and accessories-Rs.1,000/- per loom

 Replacement of looms-Rs.2,000/- per loom

 Purchase of yarn and other materials like dues and chemicals and finished 
stocks-Rs.2,000/-

 Damage/replacement to be certified by Competent Authority designated by the 
State Government 

 Hire Charges of Boats

 For Big Boat capacity 30 Qtl. & above with 5 labourers and one boat man –
Rs.1,000/- per day.

 For Boat capacity 20 Qtl. or more with 3 labourers and one boat man –
Rs.700/- per day.

 For Boat capacity 10 Qtl. or more with 1 labourer and one boat man – Rs.500/-
per day.

 Power boat (5 HP) - Rs.1,200.-

 Power boat (10HP)- Rs.2,000/-

 Power boat (25 HP)- Rs.3,500/-

 Reconstruction Guidelines 

Restoration and reconstruction of public infrastructures and private properties will be 

taken as per CRF norms in a time bound manner.

 Rehabilitation Guidelines

Rehabilitation of the affected people would be taken as per CRF norms in a time bound 

manner.

 Documentation and lessons learnt

The entire process of Disaster management will be documented through video still 

photography and in black & white form. Lessons learnt will be documented and shared with all 

stakeholders for better management of future disasters. 

 Administration of Relief: 

Administration of food assistance during crisis period will be the responsibility of City 

administration. Food assistance will be provided to the affected people for desired number of 

days as per detailed guidelines laid down in the Odisha Relief Code. Guidelines on minimum 

quality standards are laid down by the Government. Municipal Commissioner will identify 
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inaccessible pockets and areas likely to be cut off and ensure pre-storage of adequate food stuff 

and other essential commodities in inaccessible/ strategic places. The PDS centers are used for 

storage and distribution centres during crisis period. At the State level SRC coordinates with 

Food Supplies and Consumer Welfare Department, FCI, OMFED, Fisheries and Animal 

Resources Development Department and other State Governments to establish a State-wide 

network of supply chain.
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 CHAPTER : VIII

 Mitigation Plan

The risk mitigation plan (also sometimes referred to as a risk response plan) 

communicates how specific risks will be dealt with and the action steps that are required to carry 

them out. It gives team members a clear sense of the actions that they are expected to take and 

provides management with an understanding of what actions are being taken on their behalf to 

ameliorate project risk. 

The plan is frequently applied in the project management software as a series of tasks in 

addition to those that were on the original activity list. The risk mitigation plan may also identify 

specific triggers, which are events that spur action based on the escalating proximity of a given 

risk. As risks become imminent, the risk mitigation plan identifies what actions should occur and 

who is responsible for implementing those actions.

The risk mitigation plan is a list of specific actions being taken to deal with specific risks. It 

often lists the names of the individuals responsible for carrying out those actions, as well. Ideally, 

it is an evolutionary document, capturing information on the outcomes of the risk strategies for 

future reference. 

 Short terms mitigation plans
The following activities would be taken in the city for mitigation of urban risk 

 Detailed Damage Assessment Format & Protocol

 Setting up of Retrofitting Clinics for technical guidance

 Demonstration Repair & Strengthening of Typical Buildings

 Confidence Building Measures

 Special Schedule of specifications & Rates for Earthquake strengthening 

Measures

  Monitoring of costs of ongoing Repair & Strengthening Efforts

 Benchmarking with other Earthquake Rehabilitation Programmes

  Community-centered Programme
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 Institutional Arrangements for State Support to Private & NGO initiatives

 Definition of Unit of Relief & Reconstruction Assistance

 Long term Mitigation Measures

 Survey of Dominant House Types &Identification of Vulnerable Features

  Mitigation Interventions in Vulnerable Urban Areas

  Updating of Survey of India Maps for Vulnerable Areas

  Modification & Strengthening of Municipal Bye-Laws

  Computerised Vulnerability Database

 Medium term Mitigation Measures

 Building Reconstruction

 Micro Zonation

 Repair & Strengthening of Government and Public Buildings

 Training of Local Engineers & Contractors

 Training and Certification Programme for Masons & Carpenters

 Demonstration Tests of Scale-Models of Vulnerable & Strengthened 

Buildings

 Development of a Disaster Management &  Mitigation Policy

 Preparation of city level Maintenance Manuals

 Convergence with developmental plans

The city administration would take different convergence programme with other 

line departments making them aware about the hazard proneness of the city to integrate 

the disaster management activities in their plan and programme. Departments like H&UD 

department (SUDA, BDA, Odisha State Housing Board), Health (NRHM, CDMO, 

CMO), Women & Child (ICDS, Mission Shakti) Works Department, R&B, PHED, 

Sewerage Board, Rail Way, District Administration,  School & Mass Education  would 

be contacted and regular meeting would be conducted. 
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ANNEXURES-1

 Disaster Safety tips
 Earthquake 

Earthquake usually gives no warning time all.

Before Earthquake 

Now is the time to formulate a safety plan for yourself and your family. If you wait until the 

earth starts shake, it may be too late. Consider the following safety measures.

Always keep these, viz.- bottled drinking water , non perishable food , first aid kit , shoe 

torch-light and batteries – in a designated place:

Teach family members how to turn off electricity, gas etc.

Identify places in the house that can provide cover during an earthquake.

It may be easier to make long distance calls during an earthquake. Identify an out - of –town 

relative or friend as your family’s emergency contact. If the family members get separated after 

earthquake and are not able to contact each other, they should contact the designated relative         

/ friend. The address and phone number of the contact person / relative should be with all the 

family members.

Safe guard your house. Use earthquake resistant construction practice while building a house.

Consider retrofitting your house with earthquake safety measures; Reinforcing the foundation 

and frame could make your house quake resistant.  You may contact a reputable contractor and 

follow building code.

Kutcha buildings can also be retrofitted and strengthened.

During Earthquake 

Earthquake gives no warning at all. Sometimes, a loud rumbling sound might signal its 

arrivals a few second ahead of time. Those few seconds could give you a chance to move to a 

safer location. Here are some tips for keeping safe during quake.

Take cobber. Go under a table or other sturdy furniture; kneel, sit, or stay close to the floor. 

Hold on to furniture leg for balance. Be prepared to move if your covers moves.

If no sturdy cover nearby, kneel or sit close to the floor next to structurally sound interior 

wall. Please keep your hands on the floor for balance.
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Don’t stand on the door way, violent motion could cause doors to slam and cause serious 

injuries. You may also be hit by flying objectives.

Move away from windows, mirrors, bookcases and other unsecured heavy objects.

If you are in bed, stay there and cover yourself with pillows and blankets.

Do not run outside if you are inside. Never use the lift.

If you are living in a Kutcha house, the best things to do is to move an open area where there 

are no trees, electric or telephone wires.

If outdoors

Move into the open, away from buildings, streetlights and utility wires. Once in the open stay 

there until the shaking stops.

If is your home is badly damaged , you will have  to leave , collect water , food ,medicine , 

other essential items and important documents before leaving.

Avoid places where there are loose electrical wires and don not touch metal obects that are in 

touch with the loose wires.

Do not re-enter damaged buildings and stay away from badaly damaged structures.

If in a moving vehicle

Move to clear area away from buildings, trees, overpasses, or utility wires stops and stay in 

the vehicle. Once the shaking has stopped, proceed with caution. Avoid bridge and ramps that 

might have been damaged by the quake.

After the quake

Here are few things to keep in mind after an earthquake. The caution you display in the 

aftermath can be essential for your personal safety.

Wear shoes/chappals to protect your feet from debris.

After the first tremor, be prepared for aftershocks. Though less intense, after shock cause 

additional damages   and may bring down weakened structures. After can occur in the first hours, 

days

+6, weeks or even month after the quake.

Check for fire hazards and use torch lights instead of candles or lanterns.

 If the building you live in is in a shape after the earthquake, stay inside and listen for radio 

advises. If you are not certain about the damage to your building, evacuate carefully. Do not 

touch downed power lines.

Help injured or trapped persons. Give first aid where appropriate. Do not move seriously 
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injured persons unless they are in immediate danger of further injury. In such cases, call for help.

Remember to help your neighbours who may require special assistance –infants, the elderly 

and people with disability.

Listen to a battery operated radio for latest emergency information

Stay out of damaged buildings.

Return home only when authorities say it is safe. Clean up spilled medicines, bleaches or 

gasoline or other flammable liquids immediately. Leave the area if you smel gas or fumes from 

other chemicals. Open closet and cupboard doors cautiously.

If you smell gas or hear hissing noise, open windows and quickly leave the building. Turn off 

the switch and top of the gas cylinder.

Look for electrical damages – if you see sparks, broken wires or if you smell burning of 

amber, turn off electricity at the main fuse box. If you have to step in water to get to the fuse box, 

call an electrician first for advice.

Check sewage and water line damage.  If you suspect sewage lines are damaged, avoid using 

the toilets. If water pipes are damaged, avoid using water from the tap.

 Use the telephone only for emergency calls. SMS is the best alternative medium to establish 

contact.

In case family members separated from one another during an earthquake (a real possibility 

during the day when adult are at work and children are at school), develop a plan for reuniting 

after the disaster. Ask an out of state /district relative or friend to serve as the “family contact”. 

Make sure everyone in the family knows the name, address and telephone number(s) of contact 

person(s).

 Cyclone 
Do’s Don’ts

Listen to the Radio/TV / Public address system for   
advance information and advice

Do not go outside during a lull in the storm

Allow considerable margin for safety Be away from fallen power lines, damaged 
bridges and structure 

A cyclone may change direction, speed or 
intensive within a few hours, so stay tuned to 
radio / TV for updated information

Do not go for sight seeing

Close large windows to prevent from shattering.
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Move to the nearest shelter or vacate the areas  as 
ordered by the appropriate Government agency

Stay indoors and take shelter in the stringest part 
of the house /society.

Open windows from the sheltered side of the 
house if the roof begins to lift

Find shelter if you are caught out in the open

If you have to evacuate, do not return until 
advised. 

 Heat wave
Do’s Don’ts

Listen to the Radio/TV / Public address system for 
advance information and advice

Avoid standing under direct sun.

Finish the work in the morning  or leave it to the 
evening

Avoid Long drives.

Drink sufficient water and take food

Keep your head away from the direct heat; Use 
Clothes, Cap, Umbrella or Glasses.

Keep/stock water with you.

Wear light dress.

 Fire accident

HIGH-RISE FIRES

 Calmly leave the apartment, closing the door behind you. Remember the keys

 Pull the fire alarm near the closest exit, if available, or raise an alarm by warning others.

 Leave the building by the stairs

 Never take the elevator during fire

If the exit is blocked by smoke or fire:

 Leave the door closed but do not lock it.

 To keep the smoke out, put  a wet towel in the space at the bottom of the door

 Call the emergency fire service number and tell them your apartment number and let 
them know you are trapped by smoke and fire. It is important that you listen and do what 
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they tell you.

 Stay calm and wait for someone to rescue you.

 If there is no smoke in the hallway, leave and close the door. Go directly to the stairs to 
leave. Never use the elevator.

If smoke is in your apartment

 Stay low to the floor under the smoke

 Call the Fire Emergency Number which should be pasted near your telephone along with 
police and other emergency services and let them know that you are trapped by smoke.

 If you have a balcony and there is no fire below it, go out.

 If there is no fire below, go to the window and open it. Stay near the open window. 

 Hang a bed sheet, towel or blanket out of the window to let people know that you are 
there and need help

 Be calm and wait for someone to rescue you.

KITCHEN FIRES
It is important to know what kind of stove or cooking oven you have in your 

home – gas, electric, and kerosene or where firewood is used. The stove is the No.1 cause of 

fire hazards in your kitchen and can cause fires, which may destroy the entire house, 

especially in rural areas where there are thatched roof or other inflammab1le materials like 

straw kept near the kitchen, For electric and gas stoves ensure that the switch or the gas valve 

is switched off/turned off immediately after the cooking is over. An electric burner remains 

hot and until it cools off, it can be very dangerous. The oven using wood can be dangerous 

because burning embers remain. When lighting the fire on a wooden fuel oven, keep a cover 

on the top while lighting the oven so that sparks do not fly to the thatched roof. After the 

cooking is over, ensure that the remaining fire is extinguished off by sprinkling water if no 

adult remains in the kitchen after the cooking. Do not keep any inflammable article like 

kerosene near the kitchen fire.

Important Do’s in the kitchen:
 Do have an adult always present when cooking is going on the kitchen. Children should 

not be allowed alone.

 Do keep hair tied back and do not wear synthetic clothes when you are cooking

 Do make sure that the curtains on the window near the stove are tied back and will not 
blow on to the flame or burner.

 Do check to make sure that the gas burner is turned off immediately if the fire is not 
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ignited and also switched off immediately after cooking

 Do turn panhandles to the centre of the stove and put them out of touch of the children in 
the house. Do ensure that the floor is always dry so that you do not slip and fall on the 
fire.

 Do keep matches out of the reach of children.
Important Don’ts:

 Don’t put towels, or dishrags near a stove burner

 Don’t wear loose fitting clothes when you cook and don’t reach across the top of the 
stove when you are cooking

 Don’t put things in the cabinets or shelves above the stove. Young children may try to 
reach them and accidentally start the burners, start a fire, catch or fire

 Don’t store spray cans or cans carrying inflammable items near the stove

 Don’t let small children near an open oven door. They can be burnt by the heat or by 
falling onto the door or into the oven.

 Don’t lean against the stove to keep warm.

 Don’t use towels as potholders. They may catch on fire

 Don’t overload an electrical outlet with several appliances or extension cords. The cords 
or plugs may overheat and cause a fire.

 Don’t use water to put out a grease fire. ONLY use baking soda, salt, or a tight lid. 
Always keep a box of baking soda near the stove.

 Don’t use radios or other small appliances (mixers, blenders) near the sink.
COMMON TIPS:

 Do keep the phone number of the Fire Service near the telephone and ensure that 
everyone in the family knows the number

 Do keep matches and lighters away from children

 Do sleep with your bed room closed to prevent the spread of fire

 You should never run if your clothes are on fire and that you should “STOP-DROP-
ROLL”.

 Flood 

Do’s Don’ts
Listen to the Radio/TV/Public Address System for 
advance information & advice

Do not enter flood waters on foot if you can avoid 
it

Disconnect all electrical appliances and move all 
valuable personal and household goods and 
clothing out of reach of floodwater, if you are 
warned or if you suspect that flood waters may 
reach the house.

Never wander around a flooded area

Move vehicles and movable goods to the highest 
ground nearby.

Do not allow children to play in or near flood 
waters

Turn off electricity, gas if you have to leave the 
house

Do not drive into water or unknown under current
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Lock all outside doors and windows if you have to 
leave the house

Do not consume food or drink water affected by 
floodwater

If you have to evacuate, do not return until advised

 Lightning & Thunderstorm

Lightning claims quite a few lives and injures many every year. Take these precautions 
during thunder-storms

 Consult an electrician for advice or lightening conductors required for your house.
If caught outdoors

 If you hear thunder 10 seconds after a lightning flash, it is only about three kilometers 
away. The shorter the time, the closer the lightning, so find shelter urgently

 Seek shelter in a hardtop (metal-bodied) vehicle or solid building but avoid small open 
structures or fabric tents.

 Never take shelter under a small group of (or single) trees

 If far from any shelter, crouch (low, feet together), preferably in a hollow, remove metal 
objects from head/body. Do not lie down flat but avoid being the highest object.

 If your hair stands on end or you hear ‘buzzing’ from nearby rocks, fences etc. move 
immediately. At night, a blue glow may show if an object is about to be struck.

 Do not fly kites during thunderstorms

 Do not handle fishing rods, umbrellas or metal rods etc.

 Stay away from metal poles, fences, clotheslines etc.

 Do not ride bicycles or travel on open vehicles.

 If driving slow down or park away from trees, power lines, stay inside metal bodied (hard 
top) vehicles or in a pucca building but do not touch any metal sections.

 If in water, leave the water immediately 

 If in water, leave the water immediately.

 If on a boat, go ashore to a shelter as soon as possible.

 Be sure the mast and stays of the boat are adequately secured.
If you are indoors:

 Before the storm arrives, disconnect external aerial and power leads to radios and 
television sets. Disconnect computer modems and power leads.

 Draw all curtains and keep clear of windows, electrical appliances, pipes and other metal 
fixtures (e.g. do not use the bath, shower, hand basin or other electric equipments).

 Avoid the use of fixed telephones. In emergencies, make brief calls ( do not touch any 
metal, brick or concrete) and do not stand bare foot on concrete or tiled floors.
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Annexure -2
Important Telephone Numbers of Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation.

Sl No Name of the officer Office Mobile

1
Dr. Krishan Kumar,IAS                           
Municipal Commissioner

2431403
2432895(Fax)

8763409888

2
Sri Krushna Prasad Pati
Addl. Commissioner

2431547 9437168620

3 City Engineer 2430038

4 Er. R.N. Mallik,         Executive Engineer-I 2432859 9437089388

5
Er. Ashok Kumar Parida                                        
Executive Engineer-II

2436748 9338294494

6
Dr. Dinabandhu Sahoo
Chief Municipal Medical Officer

    2591237    2590255 9861102834

7
Dr. Chandrika Prasad Das
City Health Officer

2392894 9437022258

8
Sri Srimant Mishra
Project Officer (JNNURM)

2435315 9437040406

9
Sri Binaya Kumar Dash
Assistant Commissioner (Slum )  

2433129 9437286649

10
Sri Debasish Mohanty                                  
Deputy Secretary(I/C) &                                  
Secretary-cum-OSD

2431402 9437164605

11
Smt. Manoja Devi
Establishment Officer

2433396 9437946344

12
Sri Labanya Sabar
Chief Finance Officer

2432081 9437522701

13
Sri Shubhransu Mishra, 
Deputy Secretary

2431402

14
Ms. Sumita Behera,                                          
Asst. Commissioner(Recovery)

- 9437285942

15
Bikram Keshari Routray
Environment Officer

- 9437198588  

16
Sri Bipin Bihari Rath
Chief Auditor

9439978240

17
Sri Ajit Kumar Behera
Asst. Engineer, Electrical

9437292355

18
Dr. Madhusmita Padhihary
Asst. Health Officer

2392894 9853164688

19
Dr. Debikarani Dhamal
Asst. Health Officer

2392894 9437023570

20 Grievance Cell 2431253 1800 345 0061
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Telephone No of Line Department officers

Sl.No Official/Office Tel.No. Fax No Mobile 
1. Addl. Chief secretary to Govt., 

Revenue & Disaster Management 
Department, Odisha

0674-2539023 2393540 8763939511

2 Revenue Control Room, Disaster 
Management Department

0674-2390266 0674-2393540

3. Special Relief commissioner, Govt. of 
Odisha

0674-2534180 0674-2395692

4. Managing Director, OSDMA 0674-2395531 0674-2391871 9437078780
5. Revenue Divisional commissioner 

(CD)
0671-2608362 0671-2607906

6. Collector, Khordha 06755-220001
0674-2392288

06755-221567

7. Municipal Commissioner, 
Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation

0674-2431403 0674-2432895

8. Deputy Commissioner of Police, 
Bhubaneswar

0674-2540555 0674-2540444

9. Addl. District Magistrate, 
Bhubaneswar

0674-2393440 0674-2393440

10. Sub Collector, Bhubaneswar 0674-2432301 0674-2432301

11. District Emergency Officer, Khordha 06755-220002 -

12. Tahasildar, Bhubaneswar 0674-2432442 -

13. Asst. Fire Officer, Bhubaneswar - 9437307546

14. Chief Medical Officer, Capital 
Hospital, Bhubaneswar

0674-2391983 -

15. Chief District Medical Officer, 
Khordha

06755-221419 -

16. Chief Municipal Medical Officer, 
BMC Hospital

0674-2591237 -

17. City Health Officer, BMC 0674-2392894 -

18. Chief District Veterinary Officer, 
Khordha

06755-223067 06755-223067

20 Member Secretary , Water Supply 
and Sewerage Board

21 Chief Engineer, PHED

Annexure-3
Police Stations in Bhubaneswar

Name of the Police 
Station

Address Telephone No Mobile

Capital Rajpath, Near SBI Main Branch, Unit-I, 
Bhubaneswar, 

0674-2533732 9437256110
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Kharavelnagar Janpath, Near Gurudwar, Unit-III, 
Bhubaneswar 

0674-2534272 9437097662

Saheed Nagar Near Utkal University,Vani Vihar, 
Bhubaneswar ,

0674-2541064 9437286213

Nayapalli Near ISKCON Temple, NH-5,Nayapalli, 
Bhubaneswar 

0674-2556668 9437130885

Khandagiri Khandagiri Sqr, NH-5, Bhubaneswar, 0674-2350100 9437888777

Mancheswar Mancheswar Industrial Estate, Bhubaneswar 0674-2585881 9437007377

Chandrasekharpur Near Capital Eng. College, Patia, 
Bhubaneswar

0674-2741999 9437216300

Badagada Badagada BRIT Colony, Bhubaneswar 0674-2310320 9437223600

Lingaraj In front of Lingaraj Temple, Old Town, 
Bhubaneswar,

0674-2340475 9861240286

Airfield Near Vivekananda Sikhya Kendra, 
Bhubaneswar, 

0674-2590192 9861237871 

Laxmisagar Near Spl. Jail, Laxmisagar, Bhubaneswar 0674-2571099 9437185360

Mahila, Bhubabeswar Rajpath, Near Daily Market, Unit-I 
,hubaneswar,

0674-2530694 9861138410

Spl. Energy Near Hospital Square, Janla, Bhubaneswar 0674-221777 9437163985

Chandaka Near Revenue Office, Chandaka, 
Bhubaneswar ,

0674-2466055 9437204849

INFOCITY Near Magnetics Square,  Chandrasekharpur, 
Bhubaneswar,

+91-674-2116900 9437230489

Nandankanan Near nandankanan Zoological Park, 
Bhubaneswar 

9437223262

Tamando Tamando, NH-5,  Bhubaneswar, +91-674-2745252 9437088833

Traffic Near A.G.Sqr, Bhubaneswar, 0674-2530941 9437155656
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Annexure-4

List of festivals

Fairs and Festivals of the region Place Period
Shiva Ratri Lingaraj February – March

Ashokastami Lingaraj March-April

Ramanavami Ramamandir Quare March – April

Dhauli Mahotsav Dhauli March

Kalinga Mahotsav Dhauli February

Adivasi Mela Bhubaneswar January

Khandagiri Mela Khandagiri January - February

Rajarani Festival Bhubaneswar February

Bol Bam Lingaraj Temple July-August

Book Fair Unit-III Dec & February

Durga Puja Bhubaneswar September- October
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Annexure-5
List of Hospitals with their Capacity to handle Emergency situation.

SL.
NO

Name of Hospital/ Nursing 
home/ Dispensaries/ Health

Centers

Location No. of
beds

No. of 
ICU 
beds

Contact details

1 Jeevan Rekha Nursing home  IRC Village, N-4, 346/B 4 0674-2552712

2 Kalinga Hospital, Chandrasekharpur, 
Bhubaneswar - 751023

175 +91-674-2300570
Fax : +91- 674-
2300711

3 Odisha Nursing Home 1893/2026, Nayapalli 4

4 Sunflower Nursing home 75, Budha Nagar, Budh Nagar, 
Bhubaneshwar - 751006

12 0674-2314152

5 Deepak Nursing Home Saheed Nagar 10

6 Capital Hospital, Unit-4 307 0674 -239 1983

7 Rajdhani Nursing Home , Saheed Nagar 10

8 Park View Nursing home, IRC village 6

9 Maternity care Nursing Home 
and Clinic 

Sailashree Vihar 15

10 Jeevan Nursing Home and 
Clinic 

Sailashree Vihar 4

11 ESI Hospital 50

12 Dr.Abhin Chandra Tripathy 
Homeopathic Medical College 
& Hospital

406 0674- 2391737

13 Swarna Nursing Home N 1/41, Infront Of Rajdhani 
Gas, Irc Village, Acharya 
Vihar, Bhubaneshwar - 751013

10 0674-2550488

14 Kar Clinic Unit-4 15

15 Panda Nursing Home BDA colony, Chandrasekharpur 10

16 Hope Fertility Clinic and 
Research Centre, 

C-35, Saheed Nagar  16

17 Usthi Diagnostic Research 
Centre

Plot No- N-41/1, IRC Village 4 + 91 - 674 -
2556223 

18 SSB Hospital Oil Odisha Building, Nayapalli 16 0674 - 6942684, 
0674 - 3208839

19 Delta Medicare Plot No- 1/258, IRC Village 6

20 Jagannath Seva Sadan, 164 Bapuji Nagar 12

21 Panda Nursing Home A/115,Unit 3, Press 
Colony, Kharvel 
Nagar, Bhubaneshwar - 751001

10 +91 674 2380550, 
2380619
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22 Kasturi Medical Care, 19 Bhoumanagar, Unit-4 6 +91 674 2516075

23 Pioneer Clinic Cum Nursing 
Home

Chandrasekharpur, HB Colony 5 0674 – 2743958
9437003383

24 Care Hospital Utkal Heart 
Center

681, Behind Basudev Wood 
Furniture Shop, Sahid 
Nagar, Bhubaneswar

2 0674-2544324

25 Rekha Poly Clinic, Ratha road, Old town 11

26 27 Mamta Nursing Home, Saileshree Vihar, 
Chandrasekharpur 

10

27 Sanjeevani Nursing Home, Lewis Road 4

28 Municipal  Corporation 
Hospital

Old Town 84 0674 - 2591237, 
2590255

29 Unit-4 Hospital, Unit-4 6

30 Homeopathic Hospital, Unit-3 50

31 Ayurvedic Hospital Unit-1 4

32 Bhubaneswar Maternity Home Nageswar Tanki 12

33 Sandhya Nursing Home, Cuttak road 6

34 Aditya  Care Hospital Plot No. 329/1929 (P)
Near Municipal Kalyan 
Mandap
Chandrasekharpur,
Bhubaneswar – 751014

100 0674 - 3053200

35 Apollo Hospital Plot No: 251, Old Sainik 
School Road, Unit-15, 
Bhubaneswar - 751 005

350
0674-6661016 / 
666 1066
Fax:0674-666 0408

36 Ayush Hospital Achayra Vihar Square
Bhubaneswar, Odisha 751022, 
India

120 +91 674 
7111100/7111199, 
Fax: +91 674 
2545003

37 SUM Hospital IMS & Sum Hospital
Kalinga nagar
Bhubaneswar

0674-
2386292,0674-
2386248
M-7381020000, 
7381040000
Fax: 0674-2386223 
/ 0674-2386247

38 Hi tech Medical College & 
Hospital

Pandara, Bhubaneswar 300 0674-2371406
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MAP-1

Administrative Map of Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation
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Map-2

Slum Map of Bhubaneswar City
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Map-3

Earthquake zone Map of Odisha
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Map-4

Wind and Cyclone Zone Map of Odisha
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Map-5

Multi Hazard zone of Odisha
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Map-6

Major accident hazard industry
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